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work too. The pencil, the paint-brush, the song, and the dance
are all brought into the service of political education. Social
science, which means Communist politics—for the very young
children it is mostly habit training—was on the time-table of
every class until 1934. Beginning with the autumn term of that
year, it has been removed as a separate subject for those under
twelve years old. In its place has been put history. There has
been a great diminution in the amount of political education
given in the schools within the last two years. When I visited the
U.S.S.R. in 1932, I found politics colouring all teaching, and it
was not coloured a pale shade, but a good deep red. The walls of
the nursery-infant schools that I saw were decorated with
political posters and slogans, pictures of tractors, and Red Army
soldiers. The songs I heard were about completing the Five-Year
Plan in four. The information given to the children about foreign
countries was more than biased—that is common to all countries
—it was incorrect. All that was post-revolutionary was glorified,
all that was pre-revolutionary was regarded as of little value.
The change which occurred within two years was astonishing
even to one who is used to the very rapid movement of events in
the Soviet Union. In 1934, I found the walls of the nursery-
infant schools decorated with pleasing, ordinary pictures. The
songs the children sang were similar to those sung by children in
other countries, except that fairy songs were excluded. I listened
to history lessons and geography lessons and the bias was no
stronger than in many lessons to which I have listened in English
schools. "Communist education does not mean filling the
children's heads with political catchwords such as c bourgeois
enemy,' 4 capitalist exploiter,' etc.," I was informed by the
Director of the institute which trains Marxian psychologists for
education, industry, and administration. " We have no longer
any need to fill the history or geography lesson with irrelevant
political theorising or generalisations based on no foundation of
facts," said the very same Vice-Commissar who two years before
had practically insisted that education must be subservient to
politics. I remember how he told me then that, when Communism

